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a b s t r a c t

In this paper we revisit the definition of the stabilization parameter in the finite element approximation
of the convection–diffusion–reaction equation. The starting point is the decomposition of the unknown
into its finite element component and a subgrid scale that needs to be approximated. In order to incor-
porate the distortion of the mesh into this approximation, we transform the equation for the subgrid
scale within each element to the shape-regular reference domain. The expression for the subgrid scale
arises from an approximate Fourier analysis and the identification of the wave number direction where
instabilities are most likely to occur. The final outcome is an expression for the stabilization parameter
that accounts for anisotropy and the dominance of either convection or reaction terms in the equation.
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1. Introduction

When attempting the numerical solution of the convection–dif-
fusion–reaction (CDR) equation, the first problem identified is the
lack of stability of the Galerkin formulation when the convective
term is important, which manifests as numerical oscillations that
pollute the solution in the whole domain, and particularly near
boundary layers. After understanding this problem as a lack of dif-
fusion in the discrete problem, the first solution was to add numer-
ical dissipation, developing upwind techniques in the context of
the finite difference method. The inconsistent extra terms implied
a loss of accuracy and the situation was fixed with the introduction
of the SUPG method in [38,43,8], which was analyzed in [42]. This
method depends on the so-called stabilization parameter, usually
denoted by s. This parameter is also present in the Galerkin least
squares method (GLS), introduced in [40] and analyzed in [25] as
well as in the Douglas–Wang method introduced in [21] in the con-
text of the Stokes problem. These methods were related to the
introduction of bubble functions in [5,3,7,24], where it was shown
that a choice of the bubble implies a choice of the stabilization
parameter. The optimal bubble is given by the solution of a local
subproblem driven by the residual [29], therefore named residual
free. A general approach to the development of stabilized formula-
tions is the variational multiscale method (VMM) introduced in
[37,39], based on a decomposition of the space into a coarse scale
resolvable part and a fine scale subgrid part that, after some
ll rights reserved.
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approximations, is found as the solution a local problems driven
by the residual through the Green function approach. The equiva-
lence between the residual free bubble and the variational multi-
scale method was established in [6]. Other methods introduced
to solve this problem are the Characteristic Galerkin method [20]
and the Taylor Galerkin method [19]. A comparison of all these
methods was performed in [12]. A recent review of stabilization
techniques for the CDR equation can be found in [26].

Another problem identified in the Galerkin approximation of
the CDR equation is the lack of stability when the reaction term
is important, which manifests as numerical oscillations localized
near boundary layers. The methods mentioned lead to a stable dis-
crete formulation, but some of them (VMM) are much more accu-
rate than others (GLS). The expression of the stabilization
parameter needs to be modified to take reaction into account. An
expression based on the satisfaction of the discrete maximum prin-
ciple was proposed in [12]. If we denote the diffusion coefficient by
e, the norm of the advective velocity by a and the reaction by s, this
expression reads

s ¼ c1e
h2 þ

c2a
h
þ s

� ��1

; ð1Þ

where h is a characteristic element length and c1 and c2 are con-
stants whose values, determined by numerical experiments, are 4
and 2, respectively. The expression proposed in [25] for the convec-
tion–diffusion case, based on the error analysis, was extended to the
reactive case in [30], obtaining an expression that behaves asymp-
totically as (1), which means that the limits of the expression with
respect to any of the equation coefficients and with respect to mesh
size are the same.
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The dependence of the stabilization parameters with respect to
the equation coefficients and the mesh size can be determined by
the error analysis. However, as pointed out in [32], convergence
proofs are performed using functional analysis inequalities that de-
pend on unknown constants. This is sufficient as the error bounds
are obtained up to a constant. Therefore, constants appearing in (1)
cannot be determined by error analysis except in particular prob-
lems. At the same time, the analysis is performed under strong
assumptions on the mesh, such as regularity of the elements or
quasi-uniformity, and general definitions of the mesh size param-
eter h are used (like the maximum or minimum element length for
example). On the other hand, precise definitions of the constants
and the mesh parameter h are implemented in finite element
codes, which are then used to solve application problems in
meshes that are far from satisfying these constrains. The perfor-
mance of the stabilized method presented in [50] (which is similar
to the variational multiscale method in the context of the Navier–
Stokes equations) when high aspect ratio elements are used was
analyzed in [44] and the need for incorporating the stretching of
the grid in the definition of the stabilization parameter was
emphasized. Similar conclusions were obtained for linear elements
in [31], where the performance of different stabilization methods
using different definitions of the element length was analyzed.

An important effort in this direction is reported in [23] and ref-
erences therein, where anisotropic error estimates are developed
for the convection–diffusion equation using linear elements. Still
some assumptions on the mesh are needed and the final error
bound depends on a stretching factor that diverges when only
one side of the element is reduced. In particular, the definition of
the stabilization parameter using the minimum element length,
as the analysis of [23] suggests, is not the most convenient, as will
be shown here. This fact was also noted in [10], where anisotropic
error estimates for the residual free bubble (RFB) method are
developed. Then, based on the equivalence between RFB and clas-
sical stabilization techniques, a new definition of the stabilization
parameter is proposed on two-dimensional anisotropic triangula-
tions. However, quoting [10] ‘‘this choice will guarantee stability
for any, not too unreasonably designed partition” meaning aspect
ratios less than 5.

Another way in which the element length has been incorpo-
rated into the definition of the stabilization parameter is through
the Jacobian of the isoparametric transformation, as in [41,47]. A
completely different approach, based on the calculation of norm
of the element matrices and vectors, is presented in [49]. We can
also mention the finite calculus (FIC) method, based on expressing
the equation of balance of fluxes in a domain of finite size, origi-
nally proposed in [45] and modified in [46] by the introduction
of a nonlinear stabilization parameter. Another attempt to incorpo-
rate the anisotropy of the mesh into the definition of the stabiliza-
tion parameters can be found in [4], in this case for the Stokes
problem and based on taking s a matrix rather than a scalar.

Although stabilization techniques have been extended to con-
sider many different kinds of problems, a general definition of
the stabilization parameters is still an open problem. In this work
this definition of the stabilization parameters for scalar convec-
tion–diffusion equations is revisited and a new definition is pro-
posed, which contains a precise definition of the element length
and the values of the constants. Particular emphasis is put on the
case of anisotropic mesh refinements. Even though our arguments
are necessarily heuristic, we support them with the discussion of
some particular cases, the numerical results and some facts drawn
from convergence analysis.

The article is organized as follows. In Section 2 we state the
problem to be solved including the discrete formulation, which is
based on the variational multiscale method of [37,39]. In Section
3 the method to find an approximate solution of the fine scale
problem is presented, the functional form of the stabilization
parameter is defined and the final expression of the stabilization
parameter is proposed. Section 4 presents a discussion of some
particular cases illustrating the general approach and showing
the problems that may appear with other definitions in contrast
to the one proposed here. In Section 5 some comments on the stan-
dard error analysis of the method are made. As usual, convergence
estimates depend on interpolation estimates which are difficult to
obtain in the anisotropic case (see [10,2] and references therein).
However, the analysis clearly shows that the stabilization parameter
cannot be defined using the minimum element length. Numerical
experiments illustrating the benefits of the definition proposed
here are presented in Section 6 and final conclusions are drawn
in Section 7.

2. Problem statement

2.1. Continuous problem

Let us consider a convection–diffusion–reaction problem, con-
sisting of finding a function u such that

Lu :¼ �@iðeij@juÞ þ ai@iuþ su ¼ f in X;

u ¼ 0 on @X:

Here, X � Rd is an open domain (d ¼ 2;3 is the number of space
dimensions) and @X its boundary, eij is the constant (symmetric
and positive definite) diffusion tensor, ai the solenoidal advection
velocity, s P 0 the constant reaction coefficient and f a given inter-
nal force (the index summation convention over the number of
space dimensions is used here and in what follows). We restrict
ourselves to the case of positive reaction, which corresponds to
the exponential regime, and we refer to [36,33] for the case of neg-
ative reaction, which corresponds to the propagation regime.

As usual, the space of functions whose p power ð1 6 p <1Þ is
integrable in a domain x is denoted by LpðxÞ, and when p ¼ 2
the inner product is denoted by ð�; �Þx. The space of functions
whose distributional derivatives of order up to m P 0 (integer) be-
long to L2ðxÞ is denoted by HmðxÞ . The space H1

0ðxÞ consists of
functions in H1ðxÞ vanishing on @x. The topological dual of
H1

0ðxÞ is denoted by H�1ðxÞ and h�; �ix is used to denote the duality
pairing between them.

The problem can be written in a weak form as follows: given
f 2 H�1ðXÞ, find u 2 V :¼ H1

0ðXÞ such that

Bðu;vÞ ¼ LðvÞ 8v 2 V ;

where

Bðu; vÞ ¼ ð@iv ; eij@juÞX þ ðv; ai@iuÞX þ ðv; suÞX;
LðvÞ ¼ hv ; f iX:

The discretization of the problem is based on a finite element par-
tition of the domain, Ph ¼ fKg, of size h > 0, which is a set of nel ele-
ments K such that they cover the domain and their interiors are
disjoint. Based on this partition, space V is approximated by a finite
dimensional space Vh defined as

Vh ¼ fw 2 V w � F�1jK 2 PpðbK Þ; 1 6 p 61g;

where PpðbK Þ denotes the set of polynomials of degree at most p (on
each space variable if quadrilateral/hexahedral elements are used)
and F is the affine mapping from the reference element bK to the
physical element K. The Galerkin discrete problem consists in find-
ing uh 2 Vh such that

Bðuh; vhÞ ¼ LðvhÞ 8vh 2 Vh: ð2Þ

This formulation is not stable if diffusive terms are small compared
either to convective or reactive ones.
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2.2. Two-scale decomposition

Different stabilization techniques are used depending on the
instability of the problem under consideration. A rather general
method (that can be used in many cases) is the variational multi-
scale formulation. It is based on a decomposition of the unknown
u into a resolvable part uh and a subgrid scale part ~u which cannot
be captured by the finite element mesh, which corresponds to a
decomposition of the space V as

V ¼ Vh � eV :
The above decomposition, applied to the weak form of the problem,
leads to

Bðuh; vhÞ þ Bð~u; vhÞ ¼ LðvhÞ 8vh 2 Vh; ð3Þ
Bðuh; ~vÞ þ Bð~u; ~vÞ ¼ Lð~vÞ 8~v 2 eV : ð4Þ

The first equation is the equation for the resolvable scale uh and has
two terms: the first one is the Galerkin contribution and the second
one takes into account the influence of the subgrid scale on uh. The
second one is an equation for the subgrid scale contribution.

Let us introduce the following notation:

Xh ¼ [K2Ph
K and Ch ¼ [K2Ph

@K

and

ð�; �Þh ¼
X
K2Ph

ð�; �ÞK ; ð�; �Þ@h ¼
X
K2Ph

ð�; �Þ@K and k � k2
h ¼

X
K2Ph

k � k2
K :

Integrating by parts within each element, Eqs. (3) and (4) can be
written as

Bðuh;vhÞþðL�vh;~uÞhþðnieij@jvh;~uÞ@h¼ LðvhÞ 8vh 2Vh;

ð~v ;L~uÞhþð~v;nieij@ j~uÞ@h¼ð~v ;ðf �LuhÞÞh�ð~v ;nieij@juhÞ@h 8~v 2 eV ;
where L� is the adjoint of the operator L (with Dirichlet boundary
conditions), given by

�L�ðvÞ ¼ @iðeij@juÞ þ @iðaiuÞ � su:

As the normal fluxes of the exact solution are continuous across any
surface, it follows that

ð~v; nieij@juÞ@h ¼ ð~v; nieij@j~uÞ@h þ ð~v ;nieij@juhÞ@h ¼ 0

(note that ~v ¼ 0 on @X). Then, the second equation is equivalent to:
find ~u 2 eV such that

L~u ¼ f �Luh þ ev? in Xh;

~u ¼ uske on Ch;
ð5Þ

where uske is a function defined on the element boundaries and ~v? is
any function in eV? (the orthogonal complement of eV in the L2ðXhÞ
sense). The function uske must be such that the normal fluxes of u
are continuous across interior element boundaries and defined as
uske ¼ u� uh on Ch. In turn, the function ~v? is responsible for guar-
anteeing that ~u 2 eV . A modeling step is necessary to solve the sys-
tem, which means a choice of u ske; ~v? and an approximate solution
of (5).

Note that (5) is posed in Xh, which consists of the union of the
elements of the mesh. Therefore, any choice of uske leads to nel

uncoupled problems posed on each element K. As a discrete
approximation that gives exact nodal values would be optimal,
one may ask the subscales to vanish at the nodes. In one dimen-
sional problems, this gives homogeneous boundary conditions for
problems (5), which are now decoupled and can be solved on each
element. This has been done for the convection–diffusion and
Helmholtz equations (see [39] and the references therein). In more
than one space dimension the choice uske ¼ 0 is an approximation.
Another possibility has been explored in [17], where uske is defined
approximately imposing continuity of fluxes.

The approximated solution that will be constructed in the fol-
lowing section can be written as

~ujK ¼L�1½ðf �LuhÞ þ ~v?�jK ’ sK ½ðf �LuhÞ þ ~v?�jK :

This equation emphasizes that sK is an approximation to the (for-
mal) inverse of the differential operator on each element K, a fact
that will be used to construct an expression for it. Finally we have
to impose ~u 2 eV , or, equivalently, to define ~v?. The simplest choice
is to take ~v? ¼ 0 which is called in [14] the Algebraic Subgrid-Scale
formulation (ASGS). Another possibility is to take eV as the orthogo-
nal complement of Vh in the L2ðXhÞ sense, which requires the use of
an L2ðXhÞ projection with element-by-element weights sK [15].
However, as the L2ðXhÞ projection is very convenient from a compu-
tational point of view, we neglect this variation. Therefore, the final
approximation will be of the form

~ujK ¼ sKPðf �LuhÞ;

where P ¼ I (I is the identity in V) in the case of the ASGS method
and P ¼ P?h ¼ I � Ph in the case of the OSS method, Ph being the L2-
projection onto the finite element space. Let us emphasize that it is
not our intention to discuss the choice of P (see [15] and the refer-
ences therein) but the choice of sK .

Neglecting boundary terms, the final stabilized discrete prob-
lem is: find uh 2 Vh such that

Bsðuh;vhÞ ¼ LsðvhÞ 8vh 2 Vh; ð6Þ

where the stabilized forms are

Bsðuh; vhÞ ¼ Bðuh;vhÞ � ðL�vh; sPLuhÞh;
LsðvhÞ ¼ LðvhÞ � ðL�vh; sPf Þh:
3. Approximate solution of the subscale equation

In this section an approximate solution of Eq. (5) is presented.
This equation for the subscale can be thought as an equation for
the error and it is the equation used for the derivation of a poste-
riori error estimators [1], a fact already noted in [39]. In fact, it is
used as an error estimator in [22,34,35]. Two approaches are typi-
cal in a posteriori error estimation: an explicit expression for the
error based on the residuals (derived from this equation) or the
numerical solution of this equation (the so-called implicit meth-
ods) [1]. In this case the first approach is followed, because the
problem is actually solved a priori and the relation between the
subscale (the error) and the residual is used to stabilize the finite
element problem.

The approximate solution is based on two properties that will
be analyzed in Sections 3.1 and 3.2. The first is how the subgrid
scale depends on the element size and will be determined by trans-
forming the fine scale equation to the reference domain. The iso-
parametric transformation to the reference domain as a tool to
define the stabilization parameters was used first in [41,47], but
only for implementation purposes and not related to the fine scale
equation in the variational multiscale context that was developed
later on in [39]. The second property is how the subgrid scale de-
pends on the coefficients of the equation and will be determined
by a heuristic argument already presented in [14] that will be
revisited and extended. In this section we consider ~v? ¼ 0ðP ¼ IÞ
as it does not affect the discussion and we will discuss the choice
of P in Section 5.

These two properties determine the functional form of the sta-
bilization parameters but not their final form, which depends on
some choices described later on. Sections 3.3 and 3.4 describe
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two possibilities, an isotropic definition widely used in the litera-
ture and the new anisotropic definition we propose.

3.1. Transformation to the reference domain

We are interested in anisotropic finite element meshes, and
therefore on distorted elements. This is why instead of directly
solving

L~u ¼ f �Luh :¼ r in K;eu ¼ 0 on @K

on each element K, we will transform this equation to the reference
domain. The isoparametric transformation is defined by the map-
ping x ¼ FðnÞ, relating the element K (with coordinates x) to the ref-
erence element bK (with coordinates n), and whose Jacobian (J)
verifies

Jkl ¼
@xl

@nk
; J�t

kl ¼
@nk

@xl
:

Therefore, we can write the fine scale problem as

� @

@ni
er

ij
@~u
@nj

� �
þ ar

i
@~u
@ni
þ s~u ¼ r in bK ; ð7Þ

where the modified velocity and diffusion coefficients are defined
by

er
kl ¼ J�t

ki J�t
lj eij;

ar
k ¼

@J�t
li

@nl
eij þ aj

� �
J�t

kj :

Note that the term in ar
k that depends on the spatial derivatives of

the Jacobian would not be present if the weak form of the problem
is considered. Therefore, another possibility is to take

er
kl ¼ J�t

li eijJ
�t
kj ; ð8Þ

ar
k ¼ ajJ

�t
kj : ð9Þ
3.2. A Fourier analysis of the subscale problem

As in [14], let us consider the Fourier transform of a function v
defined in bK as

v̂ðkÞ ¼
Z
bK e�ik�nvðnÞdn;

where i ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�1
p

and k is the vector wave number. If n denotes the
normal to the element bK we have thatc@v
@nj
ðkÞ ¼ ikjv̂ðkÞ þ

Z
@bK nje�ik�nv dn:

When this transform is applied to functions that vanish on the ele-
ment boundary, the second term on the right-hand side vanishes
and we havec@v
@nj
ðkÞ ¼ ikjbv ðkÞ:

Transforming Eq. (7) we arrive to

T�1ðkÞ~̂u ¼ r̂;

where

T�1ðkÞ :¼ ðkikjer
ij þ sþ ikjar

j Þ:

Note that T�1ðkÞ is the Fourier transform of the differential opera-
tor L. It is well known that numerical instabilities appear when the
convective or reactive terms are important compared to the diffu-
sive one. In the Fourier context, the relative importance of these
terms can be seen defining the directional Péclet and Damköhler
numbers,

Pk ¼
kjar

j

kikjer
ij

; Dk ¼
s

kikjer
ij

ð10Þ

and writing

T�1ðkÞ ¼ kikjer
ijð1þ Dk þ iPkÞ ð11Þ

Using the inverse Fourier transform the subgrid scale can be written
as

~uðgÞ ¼
Z

Rd
eik�g ~̂uðkÞdk

It is to be noted that the exact solution to the problem will depend
on the element domain and the integration on the wave number
space will be replaced by a sum over the values of k that make
boundary conditions to be satisfied. In the above expression we
can identify the Fourier representation of the Green function of
the subscale problem [37], given by

~uðgÞ ¼
Z
bK Gðn; gÞrðnÞdn;

where

Gðn; gÞ ¼
Z

Rd
ðkikjer

ij þ sþ ikjar
j Þ
�1e�ik�ðn�gÞ dk ð12Þ

Up to this point no approximation has been performed except for
the use of Fourier transforms in a bounded domain (and the
assumption of ~u ¼ 0 on the element boundary). This expression,
with the appropriate replacement of the integral on the wave num-
ber space by a sum, can be used to exactly calculate the subscale.
However, this sum contains an infinite number of terms and must
be truncated at some point. Doing this is equivalent to solving the
fine scale problem with a discrete formulation, which has already
been done in [28,27] using a finite element or finite difference for-
mulation instead of a spectral one. Apart from efficiency consider-
ations such approach has a conceptual problem: the fine scale
problem will suffer the same numerical instability as the problem
defined in Vh. Although in this problem the mentioned instability
will not manifest when the submesh is fine enough, this is not
the case when other problems (i.e. Stokes) are solved and the exten-
sion of the method will be difficult. Our main concern here is to find
an approximation of (12).

It is well known [12,37] that the use of a stabilization parameter
s corresponds to the approximation

Gðn; gÞ ¼ sdðn; gÞ;

where d denotes the Dirac distribution. From expression (12) it is
clear that this corresponds to the approximation

Gðn; gÞ 	 jðk0
i k0

j e
r
ij þ sþ ik0

j ar
j Þ
�1j
Z

Rd
e�ik�ðn�gÞ dk

¼ ½ðk0
i k0

j e
r
ij þ sÞ2 þ ðk0

j ar
j Þ

2��1=2dðn� gÞ

for some k0 to be defined, and then

s ¼ ½ðk0
i k0

j er
ij þ sÞ2 þ ðk0

j ar
j Þ

2��1=2
: ð13Þ

A justification for this approximation was presented in [14] where,
using the mean value theorem, it was shown that if we approximate
the subscale as euap ¼ sr there exists k0 such that, defining s as
s ¼ jTðk0Þj the exact and the approximated subscales have the
same norm, that is

k~uk2

L2ðbK Þ ¼ k~uapk2

L2ðbK Þ:
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Having established the functional form of the stabilization parame-
ters let us finally consider the definition of k0, whose superscript
will be omitted in the following. Taking into account (8) and (9) it
is clear that a choice of k0 in (13) is equivalent to a choice the algorith-
mic constants c1 and c2 and a definition of the element length h in (1).
Moreover,

kikjer
ij ¼ kkk

2 kikj

kkk2 er
ij

 !
; k0

j ar
j ¼ kkk

ki

kkk ar
j

� �
and the second terms in these products depend only on the direc-
tion of k. Therefore, a definition of the direction of k implies a defini-
tion of h in (1), and a definition of the norm of k implies a definition of
the constants c1 and c2 in (1). Likewise, it immediately follows that
c1 ¼ c2

2.
In order to determine kkk we can rely on numerical experi-

ments or, as shown in the next section, on recovering optimal re-
sults in one dimensional problems. It will be shown in Section 4
that optimality in one dimensional problems results, for linear ele-
ments, in kkk ¼ 2h�1

nat, where hnat is the size of the reference domain
(2 for quads/bricks and 1 for triangles/tetrahedra).

The direction of k can be ignored performing invariant approx-
imations, as shown in the following subsection, and when this is
done the anisotropy of the problem is not considered. Another pos-
sibility is to introduce an intrinsic definition of the direction of k,
that is, a definition based on the coefficients of the equation and
the mesh information available in the Jacobians of the isoparamet-
ric mapping. A proposal in this direction, taking into account the
anisotropy of the problem, is presented below.

3.3. The isotropic case: recovering the usual expression

The definition of the stabilization parameter given in (13) is
invariant under transformations of the reference system. It is pos-
sible to preserve this invariance and to ignore the direction of k,
performing approximations of the products kjar

j and kikjer
ij in terms

of the invariants of k; ar and er . In the first and second cases the
only invariants available are kkk and kark, whereas in the third
we have three possibilities. Considering the second invariant

of er
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
er

ijer
ij

q� �
we can perform the approximations

kjar
j ’ kkkkark ð14Þ

and

kikjer
ij ’ kkk

2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
er

ijer
ij

q
: ð15Þ

Defining c2 ¼ kkk and c1 ¼ c2
2 we arrive to the expression

s ¼ c1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
er

ijer
ij

q
þ s

� �2
þ c2kark2

� ��1=2

: ð16Þ

When s ¼ 0 and the diffusion coefficient eij is isotropic (given by
eij ¼ edij) we have

er
ije

r
ij ¼ e2J�t

ij J�t
ij ¼ e2 @ni

@xj

@ni

@xj

and

kark2 ¼ aiJ
�t
ki ajJ

�t
kj ¼ ai

@nk

@xi

@nk

@xj
aj:

In this case

s ¼ ðc1e2gijgij þ c2aigijajÞ�1=2
; ð17Þ

where

gij ¼
@nk

@xi

@nk

@xj
is the metric tensor related to the isoparametric mapping. The sta-
bilization parameter defined by (17) was proposed first in [47] in
the context of compressible flow equations and has been used in
several applications [48,51,9]. The approximations (14) and (15)
do not take into account the angle between the equation coeffi-
cients and the vector k. It is due to these approximations, based
on invariant quantities only, that the information on the anisotropy
of the mesh is lost. Another possibility is analyzed in the following
subsection.

3.4. The general case: proposed expression

In order to consider the anisotropy of the problem, an intrinsic
definition of the direction of k in terms of the data must be given.
Our proposal is based on the following heuristic argument. As it is
well known, numerical instabilities may occur when the convec-
tive or reactive terms are important and they are larger when these
numbers increase. In the case of variable coefficients or mesh sizes
numerical instabilities are important where these numbers are lar-
ger. In the case of anisotropic problems we propose to find the
direction in which these numbers are bigger, that is, the direction
of maximum instability of the problem. This is possible thanks to
the definition of the directional dimensionless Pé clet and Dam-
köhler numbers (10). Therefore, as a definition of the direction of
k, we propose the direction in which some combination of Dk

and Pk is maximum. From (13) we have

kikjer
ijs ¼ ½ð1þ DkÞ2 þ P2

k�
�1=2

and we define the direction of maximum instability as the one that
minimizes kikjer

ijsðkÞ. Equivalently, we can define the direction of
maximum instability ðk IÞ as

kI ¼ arg max
kkk¼1

s�1ðkÞ
kikjer

ij
ð18Þ

and the stabilization parameter we propose is given by sðkIÞ, that is,

s ¼ sðkIÞ ¼ ½ðkI
ik

I
je

r
ij þ sÞ2 þ ðkI

ja
r
j Þ

2��1=2
: ð19Þ

In the following section we present some heuristic arguments sup-
porting this proposal, and in Section 6 its benefits are illustrated in
some numerical experiments. We will also show how other
choices of k lead to different methods that can be found in the
literature.

4. Discussion

In this section several aspects of the proposed approach in some
particular cases are discussed. We first show how the values of the
algorithmic constants can be found analyzing one dimensional
problems. Then we illustrate how the definition of the element
length in terms of the direction of maximum instability of the
problem works in a simple setting. After that, an analytic expres-
sion of kI is presented for some particular problems, together with
a simple algorithm for the general case. We conclude presenting
alternative definitions considered in the literature and simple
cases in which they fail or are not optimal.

4.1. Algorithmic constants for 1D optimal results

Let us consider the problem in one space dimension without
reaction. In this case the stabilization parameter presented above
(see (13)) is given by

s ¼ h2
natk

2e
h2

 !2

þ hnatka
h

� �2
24 35�1=2
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and using the Péclet number defined as

P ¼ ah
2e

it can be written in dimensionless form as

a ¼ 2as
h
¼ h2

natk
2

4P2

 !2

þ hnatk
2

� �2
24 35�1=2

:

The advective limit of this expression is

lim
p!1

a ¼ 2h�1
natk

�1
:

The analytic solution to the problem can be used to obtain the func-
tion aopt that guarantees exact nodal values which, in the case of lin-
ear elements, is given by

aopt ¼ cothðPÞ � 1
P
:

The advective limit of aopt is 1 and therefore we conclude that

k ¼ 2h�1
nat

must be taken. Both expressions, a and aopt, are compared in Fig. 1
for this choice of k.

Note that the final expression for the stabilization parameter
does not depend on the reference domain, as expected. In the case
of quadratic elements it is not possible to obtain exact nodal values
using one upwind function as shown in [16], where it is also shown
that the one that minimizes the error is given by

aopt ¼ 1
2

cothðPÞ � 1
P

� �
:

In this case

k ¼ 4h�1
nat:
4.2. The choice of the direction

In order to get an insight of how the direction of k should be ta-
ken, let us consider two directions k1 ¼ ð1;0Þ and k2 ¼ ð0;1Þ, and
compare the stabilization parameter obtained using each of them
in the following two examples, a convection–diffusion and a reac-
tion–diffusion problem. These examples, and those presented in
the following, are defined in the unit square, which is discretized
using rectangular elements of sizes h1 ¼ 1=n1 and h2 ¼ 1=n2, n1

and n2 being the number of elements along each side of the do-
main. An isotropic diffusion e is considered. In this case, for a gen-
eral velocity vector a ¼ ða1; a2Þt , the coefficients of the equation in
the reference domain are
Fig. 1. Upwind functions for linear elements. Dotted line: a. Solid line: aopt.
er ¼
4

h2
1
e 0

0 4
h2

2
e

24 35; ar ¼
2a1
h1

2a2
h2

" #

Remark 1. The subgrid problem solved in the reference domain
will present an anisotropic diffusion when the mesh size is
anisotropic. In other words, the anisotropy of the mesh gives rise
to a subgrid scale problem with anisotropic diffusion coefficient.

Example 1. Let us consider a convection–diffusion problem with a
velocity of the form a ¼ ða;0Þt . In this case

sðk1Þ ¼
4e
h2

1

 !2

þ 2a
h1

� �2
24 35�1=2

; sðk2Þ ¼
4e
h2

2

 !�1

:

If we consider a convection dominated problem in a uniform mesh
of size h1 ¼ h2 ¼ h,

ah
2e

 1

and

sðk1Þ �
h

2a
; sðk2Þ ¼

h2

4e
In this case

sðk1Þ � sðk2Þ

and the stabilization parameter should be given by sðk1Þ, which
suggests to take the minimum of sðk1Þ and sðk2Þ.

Example 2. Let us consider a diffusion–reaction problem ða ¼ 0Þ.
In this case

sðk1Þ ¼
4e
h2

1

þ s

 !�1

; sðk2Þ ¼
4e
h2

2

þ s

 !�1

Let us consider a reaction dominated problem (small diffusion) and
the two cases of anisotropic refinement. First if the mesh in direc-
tion 1 is very fine but is coarse in direction 2 then

sh2
1

4e
� 1 and

sh2
2

2e

 1

and we have

sðk1Þ �
h2

1

4e
; sðk2Þ �

1
s
;

which implies

sðk1Þ � sðk2Þ:

In this case the stabilization parameter should be given by sðk2Þ.
Second, if the mesh in the direction 1 is coarse but in the direction
2 is fine enough, we can find similarly

sðk2Þ � sðk1Þ:

In this case the stabilization parameter should be given by sðk1Þ.
Therefore, in the case of a pure reactive problem we could consider
the maximum of sðk1Þ and sðk2Þ or simply their sum. This is equiv-
alent to consider the direction k of maximum element length or, in
other words, the direction of minimum diffusivity, i.e. the direction
k that makes kikjer

ij minimum.

The situation is similar in the two examples and gives rise to the
conclusion that motivated the proposal: k depends on the direction
in which the instability of the problem appears. In these examples the
way to determine which is the correct definition of the stabiliza-
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tion parameter was by determining the direction in which the
instability appears and this was done by comparing the directional
dimensionless numbers (10), which in this case reduce to

Pk1 ¼
ah1

2e
; Pk2 ¼

ah2

2e
; Dk1 ¼

sh2
1

4e
; Dk2 ¼

sh2
2

2e

and the one that is dominant defines the direction that needs to be
considered. The proposed expression (18) automatically detects
these situations.

4.3. The computation of the direction

Definition (18) implies the maximization of the function

HðkÞ ¼ s�1ðkÞ
kikjer

ij

¼ 1þ s
kikjer

ij

 !2

þ
kjar

j

kikjer
ij

 !2
24 351=2

but, as the square root is a monotone function, we may solve the
equivalent problem of maximizing H2ðkÞ. This optimization prob-
lem will be approximately solved. After multiplying its gradient
by ðkikjer

ijÞ
3 we arrive to the equation

� ðkjar
j Þ

2 þ ðkikjer
ij þ sÞs

h i
rkðkikjer

ijÞ þ ðkikjer
ijÞðkjar

j Þrkðkjar
j Þ ¼ 0;

where rk is the gradient with respect to k. As the minimization is
performed under the restriction kkk ¼ 1, in 2D we can take
k ¼ ðcos h; sin hÞ and after a change of variables of the form
x ¼ tan h we arrive to a fourth order polynomial equation whose
solution could be explicitly found. Let us consider some particular
cases in two dimensions:

 When s ¼ 0 the problem simplifies to

�ðkjar
j Þrkðkikjer

ijÞ þ ðkikjer
ijÞrkðkjar

j Þ ¼ 0

and after taking k ¼ ðcos h; sin hÞ we arrive to a third order polyno-
mial equation

� ar
1ðer

12 þ er
21Þ þ ar

2e
r
11 þ ½ar

1e
r
11 � 2ar

1e
r
22 � 2ar

2ðer
12 þ er

21Þ�x
þ ½2ar

2e
r
11 � ar

2e
r
22�x2 þ ½ar

2ðer
12 þ er

21Þ � ar
1e

r
22�x3 ¼ 0;

where x ¼ tan h. If we further assume an isotropic diffusion e and
velocity a ¼ ða;0Þt , this equation simplifies to

½er
11 � 2er

22�x� er
22x3 ¼ 0

and we have two possible solutions that can be found as illustrated
in Fig. 2.
Fig. 2. The definition of the instability dire
(a) When the mesh is such that
ction in ca
er
11 < 2er

22 ()
4e
h2

1

< 2
4e
h2

2

() h2
2 < 2h2

1

or, equivalently

A :¼ h2

h1
<

ffiffiffi
2
p

we have the solution h ¼ 0.

(b) When the mesh is such that
er
11 > 2er

22 ()
4e
h2

1

> 2
4e
h2

2

() h2
2 > 2h2

1

or, equivalently

A ¼ h2

h1
>

ffiffiffi
2
p

we have the solution

tan2 h ¼ er
11 � 2er

22

er
22

¼ A2 � 2:

In this case the stabilization parameter is given by

s ¼ 8e
h2

2

 !2

þ 2a1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
h2

2 � h2
1

q
0B@

1CA
2264
375
�1=2

:

Note that in the limit h1 ! 0, this definition depends on the
maximum element length only.
 When a = 0 the problem simplifies to

rkðkikjer
ijÞ ¼ 0;

which corresponds to find the direction of minimum diffusion.
We can follow the same procedure used before to show that
when er is diagonal the solutions are h ¼ 0 or h ¼ p=2 and if it
is not we have

tan h ¼ �ðe
r
11 � er

22Þ
ðer

12 þ er
21Þ
� ðer

11 � er
22Þ

2

ðer
12 þ er

21Þ
2 þ 1

 !1=2

:

As these particular cases illustrate the maximum of HðkÞ will
occur somewhere between the direction of minimum diffusion
and the direction of ar . Therefore, in practice, we find this maxi-
mum by bisection (golden section search), which usually con-
verges in 3 or 4 steps.
ses (a) (left) and (b) (right).
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4.4. Alternative definitions of h (and their problems)

Natural candidates for the definition of the element length have
been widely used in the literature: the maximum element length
ðhmaxÞ, the minimum element length ðhminÞ and the streamline ele-
ment length ðhaÞ. The definition of the element length in the direc-
tion of the flow was considered in [16,18] and in [44].

Let us first mention that these definitions can be obtained by a
suitable choice of the vector k, at least in the case of an isotropic
diffusion coefficient e, which illustrates how a definition of the
direction of k implies a definition of the element length used.
The maximum and minimum element lengths correspond to the
minimum and maximum of the diffusion coefficient of the subscale
problem transformed to the reference domain (see Remark 1). For
linear elements they can be written as

h2
nate

h2
min

¼max
kkk¼1

kikjer
ij;

h2
nate

h2
max

¼ min
kkk¼1

kikjer
ij:

In turn, the streamline element length ðhaÞ naturally appears when
we consider, for linear elements (otherwise the modulus of k should
be changed as explained above), the choice

k ¼ hnat

2
ar

kark

because in this case

k � ar ¼ 2h�1
natkark ¼ 2h�1

nat
kark
kak kak ¼ 2

kark
ha

;

where

ha ¼
kak
karkhnat

a definition used in [16] to implement the SUPG method. In the case
of the example considered above

s ¼ 4e
h2

e

 !2

þ 2 ak k
ha

� �2
24 35�1=2

; ð20Þ

where

h2
e ¼

a2
1

h2
1

þ a2
2

h2
2

 !
a2

1

h4
1

þ a2
2

h4
2

 !�1

; ð21Þ

ha ¼ ða2
1 þ a2

2Þ
1=2 a2

1

h2
1

þ a2
2

h2
2

 !�1=2

: ð22Þ

Note that if h1 ! 0 and h2 is fixed, he ! h1 and ha ! h1.
We can group the definitions of the stabilization parameter con-

sidered so far (those based on hmax; hmin; ha and (19)) according to
their behavior in the anisotropic limit: (19) behaves as the defini-
tion using the maximum element length, as shown in the previous
subsection, and the definition using the streamline element length
behaves as the definition using the minimum element length, as
shown before (except when the velocity is exactly zero in this
direction).

Let us now present some examples showing that, under highly
anisotropic refinement, the first group is not optimal in some cases
but always results in a stable formulation, whereas the second one
is more accurate than the first one in some cases but also unstable
in others. Numerical results of these examples will be presented in
Section 6.

Example 3. Consider a convection–diffusion problem with a
velocity of the form a ¼ ða;0Þt and a mesh in which h1 ! 0,
whereas h2 is fixed (correct refinement). Defining the stabilization
parameter using the minimum element length or the streamline
element length, optimal results will be obtained whereas using
maximum element length or (19) results will be overdiffusive.

Example 4. Consider a convection–diffusion problem with a veloc-
ity of the form a ¼ ða;0Þt and a mesh in which h1 is fixed whereas
h2 ! 0 (incorrect refinement). If we define the stabilization param-
eter using the minimum element length, s! 0 and Galerkin insta-
bilities will appear. Then, using the minimum element length
results in an unstable method.

Example 5. Consider a convection–diffusion problem with a veloc-
ity of the form a ¼ ða; aÞt . If we define the stabilization parameter
using (20) and h1 ! 0, then ha ! h1 and he ! h1 and again s! 0,
facing the same situation as in the previous example.
5. Comments on the error analysis

In this section we outline a standard error analysis of the meth-
od in the case of eij ¼ edij and, in a particular situation where inter-
polation estimates are available, we show that using the minimum
element length the convergence bound diverges under anisotropic
refinement. We also explain why the method obtained using the
maximum element length or (19) is not optimal in situations like
those of Example 3 and we further show that in these cases the
use of the orthogonal subgrid scales corrects the problem, giving
optimal results.

A key ingredient of the analysis is the anisotropic inverse esti-
mate reported in [2], which can be derived from a scaling
argument:

kr2uhk2
K 6

C2
inv

h2
min

kruhk2
K 8uh 2 Vh: ð23Þ

Due to the need of using the inverse estimate (23), the stabilization
parameter must satisfy the following condition:

s�1 > 4
eC2

inv

h2
min

þ s: ð24Þ

In the case of linear elements Cinv ¼ 0, and the above condition is
automatically satisfied by (19) and (1). If higher order elements
are used, only taking hmin in (1) will satisfy it. In this case, the direc-
tion of instability used in (19) should be modified to take this con-
dition into account. In any case we stress that bound (23) might not
be sharp and therefore (24), which is a sufficient condition for the
analysis, might not be necessary. An estimation of the constant
Cinv can be found in [32].

The norm we will use for the analysis is defined by

kuhk2
s ¼ ekruhk2

X þ k~s1=2uhk2
h þ ks1=2a � ruhk2

h;

where ~s ¼ sð1� ssÞ in the ASGS method and ~s ¼ s in the OSS
method.

Lemma 1 (stability). Assume that the stabilization parameter satis-
fies condition (24). Then, there exists a constant C > 0 such that

inf
uh2Vh

sup
vh2Vh

Bsðuh; vhÞ
kuhkskvhks

P C:

Proof. The proof is obtained following arguments similar to those
used in [15] which are only sketched here. Taking vh ¼ uh in (6),
considering the skew symmetry of the convective term and using
the inverse estimate (23), condition (24) and the inequality
2xy 6 a�1x2 þ ay2 permits to bound ks1=2Pða � ruhÞk2

h. In the case
of P ¼ I (ASGS method) this automatically gives

Bsðuh;uhÞP Ckuhk2
s ;
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which implies the result. In the case of P ¼ P?h ¼ I � Ph (OSS meth-
od) taking vh ¼ sPhða � ruhÞ and using the inverse estimate (23),
condition (24) and the inequality 2xy 6 a�1x2 þ ay2 permits to
bound ks1=2Phða � ruhÞk2

h . Given uh it can be shown that

Bsðuh;vhÞP Ckuhkskvhks;

where vh ¼ uh þ asPhða � ruhÞ for a proper choice of a. We refer the
reader to [15] for the details. h

Let us now consider ûh an interpolant of the solution of the con-
tinuous problem u and define the interpolation error g ¼ u� ûh.
We will present now a bound of Bsðg;vhÞ in terms of a function
of the interpolation error EðgÞ defined by

EðgÞ ¼ e1=2krgkX þ ks1=2Pða � rgÞkh þ kðs� rÞ1=2gkh

þ k~s1=2Pgkh þ eks1=2Pðr2gÞkh þ kðs�1 � rÞ1=2gkh

þ sr
~s1=2 a � rg
			 			

h
; ð25Þ

where r ¼ s for the ASGS method whereas r ¼ 0 for the OSS meth-
od. In turn, this function can be bounded relying on some results
from interpolation theory, as discussed below.

Lemma 2. Assume that the stabilization parameter satisfies condition
(24). Then

kgks 6 CEðgÞ

and

Bsðg;vhÞ 6 CEðgÞkvhks:

Proof. The first inequality is evident. The second one is obtained
integrating by parts the convective term, using condition (24)
and repeatedly applying the Cauchy–Schwartz inequality. h

Using these results we can prove the following:

Theorem 1. Assume that the stabilization parameter satisfies condi-
tion (24). Then

ku� uhks 6 CEðgÞ ¼ CEðu� ûhÞ;

where E is the function defined in (25).

Remark 2. The only condition needed to prove convergence in the
anisotropic case is (24). After satisfying this condition, there is still
some freedom for the selection of the stabilization parameter (in
the case of linear elements this condition is satisfied for any defini-
tion). Therefore, the difference between the definition (1) or (19) is
the norm in which this convergence is proved and the form of the
function EðgÞ (which depends on s). In the isotropic case this esti-
mate is optimal (see the discussion in [13] about the norm k � ks). In
the anisotropic case, this optimality could be shown using appro-
priate interpolation estimates (see below). However, numerical
experiments will show the convenience of choosing (19).

As mentioned, anisotropic interpolation estimates are difficult
to obtain. Except those presented in [23], they are generally based
on strong assumptions on the discretization, like the maximal an-
gle condition [2]. We will use a result presented in [10] in the par-
ticular case of 2D bilinear elements:

Lemma 3. Assume that K is a 2D axiparallel element and u 2 H2ðXÞ is
interpolated by ûh using the first order tensor product operator defined
in [10]. Then

kgk2
K 6 ku� ûhk2

K 6 C h4
1
@2u
@x2

1

					
					

2

K

þ h4
2
@2u
@x2

2

					
					

2

K

þ h2
1h2

2
@2u

@x2@x1

					
					

2

K

0@ 1A
and for i ¼ 1;2
k@igk2
K 6 k@iðu� ûhÞk2

K 6 C h2
i
@2u
@x2

i

					
					

2

K

þ h2
i�

@2u
@xi�@xi

					
					

2

K

0@ 1A;
where i� ¼ 3� i.

If we consider a convection–diffusion problem ðs ¼ 0Þ, using
that kPk 6 1 the error function can be bounded by

EðgÞ 6 Cðe1=2 þ s1=2ja1jKÞ h2
1
@2u
@x2

1

					
					

2

K

þ h2
2

@2u
@x2@x1

					
					

2

K

0@ 1A1=2

þ Cðe1=2 þ s1=2ja2jKÞ h2
2
@2u
@x2

2

					
					

2

K

þ h2
1

@2u
@x2@x1

					
					

2

K

0@ 1A1=2

þ Cs�1=2 h4
1
@2u
@x2

1

					
					

2

K

þ h4
2
@2u
@x2

2

					
					

2

K

þ h2
1h2

2
@2u

@x2@x1

					
					

2

K

0@ 1A1=2

þ 4es1=2 P
@2u
@x2

1

					
					

2

K

þ P
@2u
@x2

2

					
					

2

K

0@ 1A1=2

ð26Þ

Remark 3. Here it is clearly seen that, in the anisotropic limit, s
cannot be defined using the minimum element length or the
streamline element length because the third term diverges as h�1=2

min
(except if the solution is one dimensional in the direction of hmin).
This is what happens in Examples 4 and 5 of the previous section,
as will be numerically shown in Section 6. If the solution is actually
one dimensional, defining the stabilization parameter using the
length in this direction will be optimal. Using the maximum
element length or (19) and P ¼ I (ASGS method) it will not because
the last term will not vanish as s remains fixed. The influence of
the choice of projection P is now clear because, even if s remains
fixed, using P ¼ P?h (OSS method) the last term vanishes (at a rate
hpþ1 when polynomials of degree p are used if u is regular enough).
This is what happens in Example 3 of the previous section, as will
be numerically shown in Section 6.

Remark 4. The definition proposed here does not automatically
detect if a problem is actually one dimensional. In fact, this seems
to be impossible for a linear method like those considered herein,
among other things because this depends on the boundary condi-
tions of the problem. We could consider a nonlinear method and a
natural choice would be to take k in the direction of the gradient of
the unknown in the reference domain $nuh, that is to say,

k ¼ j$nuhj�1$nuh:

We have checked that this method detects the situation of Example
3 in Section 4 but does not in general improve the results respect to
those obtained using (19) and the convergence of the fixed point
scheme to deal with the nonlinearity is quite hard when anisotropy
is important. In any case, if a nonlinear method is to be considered it
seems to be much more reasonable to introduce a shock capturing
term adding crosswind diffusion like the one proposed in [11].
6. Numerical examples

In this section we present numerical examples illustrating the
behavior of the method proposed. The first two of them illustrate
the behavior of the method on anisotropic meshes, the third one
shows the importance of satisfying the restriction imposed by
the error analysis when elements of order higher than one are used
and the last two how the method behaves on isotropic but unstruc-
tured meshes.
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6.1. Convection–diffusion with anisotropic refinement

In this subsection we consider a convection–diffusion problem
ðs ¼ 0Þ on the domain X ¼ ½0;1� � ½0;1� with zero Dirichlet bound-
ary conditions on @X and a force f ¼ 1. We consider a diffusion
coefficient eij ¼ edij , where e ¼ 10�4, and three different velocities:

1. a = (1,0),
2. a = (0,1),
3. a ¼

ffiffiffi
2
p

=2;
ffiffiffi
2
p

=2
� �

.
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Fig. 4. Solutions obtained using (1) with hmin in case 1 (t
A reference solution of this problem was found using a mesh of
100 � 100 elements refined according to the velocity. In case 1 it
was refined in the direction x near the right wall and was uniform
in the direction y; in the second case it was uniform in the direc-
tion x and refined in the direction y near the upper wall and in
the third case it was refined in both directions near the right and
upper walls. The smallest element size is about 2:5� 10�5. The re-
sults for the three cases are shown in Fig. 3. Note the presence of a
strong boundary layer on the right wall in case 1, on the upper wall
in case 2 and on both the upper and right walls in case 3.
e solutions.
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For each case, the problem was also solved using a uniform
mesh of 10 � 10 elements using the ASGS method and the defini-
tion of the stabilization parameter given by (1) taking h as hmin

(the minimum element length), as hmax (the maximum element
length) and as ha (the streamline element length) and also using
expression (19), which is what we propose here. When the ele-
ments of the mesh are squares the definition given by (1) yields
the same result taking h as hmin or hmax or ha (when h1 ¼ h2 ¼ h
expressions (21) and (22) give he ¼ ha ¼ h). In these cases also
expression (19) gives a similar result.
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Fig. 5. Solutions obtained using (1) with hmax in case 1 (t
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Then the behavior of the method with respect to the mesh as-
pect ratio was analyzed. To this end, the problem was solved
using the ASGS method and meshes of 10 � 10 and also
100 � 10, 1000 � 10, 10,000 � 10 elements, giving aspect ratios
A ¼ 100;101;102;103. To analyze the results we plot the unknown
along the line y ¼ 0:5 in case 1, along the line x ¼ 0:5 in case 2
and along the lines x ¼ 0:9 and y ¼ 0:9 in case 3. The results using
the stabilization parameter defined by (1) taking h as hmin are
shown in Fig. 4, those obtained taking h as hmax are shown in
Fig. 5, those obtained using ha are shown in Fig. 6 and those
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obtained using the stabilization parameter defined by (19) are
shown in Fig. 7.

The minimum requirement we should pose to evaluate the
behavior of a method is that the solution obtained using any aniso-
tropic grid cannot be worse than the solution obtained using the
10 � 10 grid, or in other words, we should require that the solution
cannot get worse when the dimension of the finite element space is
increased in a nested way. This is what happens if we use the sta-
bilization parameter defined by (1) taking h as hmin or as ha. In the
first case, the solution obtained in case 1 is improved but in cases 2
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Fig. 8. Solutions obtained using the OSS method and (1) with hmax i
and 3 numerical oscillations appear when the stretching factor in-
creases. In the second case the solution obtained in cases 1 and 2 is
improved but in case 3 numerical oscillations appear when the
mesh is anisotropically refined. On the other hand, the solution ob-
tained using the stabilization parameter defined by (1) taking h as
hmax or the solution obtained using the expression (19) satisfy this
requirement, and give similar results. In case 1, they do not take
advantage of the new points added in the direction x even if the
solution has a boundary layer on the right wall. This behavior is ex-
plained in Section 5 based to the error analysis of the method. It
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was also shown that the OSS method does not have this problem.
This can be seen in Fig. 8 where results obtained using the stabil-
ization parameter defined by (1) taking h as hmax are shown.

Let us finally remark that in some cases the solution obtained
using (1) taking h as hmin or as ha can give a better solution than
the method proposed here, as occurs in case 1, even if they present
numerical oscillations in other cases.
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Fig. 9. Solution obtained using (1) with hm
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Fig. 11. Solution to the Poisson problem obtained using (1) with c1 ¼ 16 (top left), wi
6.2. Diffusion–reaction with anisotropic refinement

In this subsection we consider a diffusion–reaction problem on
the domain X ¼ ½0;1� � ½0;1� with zero Dirichlet boundary condi-
tions on @X and a force f ¼ 40. We consider again eij ¼ edij where
e ¼ 10�4, and a reaction s ¼ 40. The problem is solved using the ASGS
method and meshes of 10 � 10 elements and also 100 � 10,
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th c1 ¼ 24 (top right), with c1 ¼ 48 (bottom left) and with c1 ¼ 96 (bottom right).



Table 1
Maximum values obtained.

Case 1
(ST /)

Case 2
(ST n)

Case 3
(UT)

Case 4
(SQ)

Case 5
(UQ)

(1) using hmin 1.3841 1.2712 1.2052 1.2973 1.3543
(1) using hmax 1.1915 1.1486 1.1318 1.2973 1.2332
(1) using ha 1.0281 1.3154 1.2437 1.2973 1.4191
(19) 0.9639 0.9762 0.9773 1.0828 1.0248
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1000 � 10, 10,000 � 10 elements, giving aspect ratios
A ¼ 100;101;102;103. To analyze the results, we plot the unknown
along the line y ¼ 0:5 and along the line x ¼ 0:5. In this case, the re-
sults obtained using the stabilization parameter defined by (1) tak-
ing h as hmax and those obtained using (19) are the same. Therefore,
we compare the results obtained using (1) taking h as hmin shown in
Fig. 9 to those obtained taking h as hmax shown in Fig. 10.

As in the convection–diffusion problem shown in the previous
subsection, the result obtained using (1) taking h as hmin shows
numerical oscillations when the mesh is anisotropically refined,
whereas the results obtained using (1) taking h as hmax do not
change.

6.3. The Poisson problem using quadratic elements

In this subsection we consider a pure diffusive Poisson prob-
lem, which corresponds to the CDR problem in the limit of van-
ishing convection and reaction. The domain considered is
X ¼ ½0;1�� ½0;1� and zero Dirichlet boundary conditions on @X
are prescribed. In order to activate instabilities we introduce a
forcing term that gives a solution of the form:

uðx; yÞ ¼ ð1þ e�a � e�ax � eaðx�1ÞÞð1þ e�a � e�ay � eaðy�1ÞÞ;

which presents boundary layers on the domain boundary whose
width can be controlled using the parameter a. We solve the prob-
lem using the ASGS method and a uniform mesh of 10 � 10 biqua-
dratic elements and expression (1) for different values of c1. The
results are shown in Fig. 11.

For biquadratic elements Cinv ¼ 24 [32] and it can be observed
that when condition (24) is not satisfied numerical oscillations ap-
pear. Note that the Galerkin method is recovered when c1 !1. It
is also possible to define the constant c1 in terms of Cinv which, in
turn, can be estimated solving local eigenvalue problems [31].
Doing that, quadratic elements are shown to be much less sensitive
to the definition of the element length according to the numerical
experiments presented in [31] in the context of the Navier–Stokes
problem.

6.4. A convection–diffusion–reaction problem on isotropic meshes

In this subsection we consider a convection–diffusion problem
on the domain X ¼ ½0;1� � ½0;1� with zero Dirichlet boundary con-
ditions on @X and a force f ¼ 20. The equation coefficients are
eij ¼ edij, with e ¼ 10�2; s ¼ 20 and a ¼ ð3;2Þ. We solve the prob-
lem on different meshes:

 Case 1: structured triangular elements of size 0.1 tilted to the
right /.

 Case 2: structured triangular elements of size 0.1 titled to the
left n.
Fig. 12. Reference solution.
 Case 3: unstructured triangular elements of size 0.1.
 Case 4: structured square elements of size 0.1.
 Case 5: unstructured square elements of sizes 0.1.

In any of these cases the mesh size is around 0.1 but it varies
slightly according to the mesh design. In the case of triangular ele-
ments the element lengths are calculated as h1 ¼ J�t

1k J�t
1k and

h2 ¼ J�t
2kJ�t

2k . The dimensionless numbers of the problem are given by

D ¼ sh2

4e
¼ 5; P ¼ ah

2e
� 18:

A reference solution was computed on a 200 � 200 mesh, for which
these numbers are

D ¼ 0:0125; P ¼ 0:9:

The result is shown in Fig. 12. The maximum value obtained is
umax ¼ 0:99807.

For each of the cases considered we compare the results ob-
tained using the ASGS method and four possible definitions of
the stabilization parameter. The first three are given by (1) taking
the length h as the minimum, the maximum and the length in the
velocity direction. The fourth is the definition given by (19). Table 1
shows the maximum values obtained for each case and method.
We remark that the method cannot guarantee the satisfaction of
the discrete maximum principle as it is linear and therefore local
Fig. 13. Results obtained in case 3 using (1) with hmax (top left), with hmin (top
right), with ha (bottom left) and using (19) (bottom right).



Fig. 14. Results obtained in case 5 using (1) with hmax (top left), with hmin (top
right), with ha (bottom left) and using (19) (bottom right).

Fig. 15. Results obtained in case 3 using (1) with hmax (top left), with h

Table 3
Minimum values obtained.

Case 1
(ST /)

Case 2
(ST n)

Case 3
(UT)

Case 4
(SQ)

Case 5
(UQ)

(1) using hmin �0.0387 �0.0377 �0.0467 �0.0479 -0.0788
(1) using hmax �0.0345 �0.0363 �0.0408 �0.0479 �0.0717
(1) using ha �0.0415 �0.0331 �0.0503 �0.0479 �0.0805
(19) �0.0272 �0.0331 �0.0451 �0.0479 �0.0743

Table 2
Maximum values obtained.

Case 1
(ST /)

Case 2
(ST n)

Case 3
(UT)

Case 4
(SQ)

Case 5
(UQ)

(1) using hmin 1.6557 1.5603 1.3724 1.5434 1.5624
(1) using hmax 1.3170 1.4360 1.2937 1.5434 1.3779
(1) using ha 1.7511 1.2303 1.4096 1.5434 1.6603
(19) 1.1453 1.2287 1.2213 1.5434 1.2536
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oscillations could appear, although the results are excellent using
expression (19).

Figs. 13 and 14 show the results obtained using the four defini-
tions considered on unstructured meshes (cases 3 and 5), all given
in the same scale as Fig. 12.

6.5. Skew advection on isotropic meshes

In this subsection we consider the problem of skew advection
on the domain X ¼ ½0;1� � ½0;1�. Boundary conditions are set to
one in x ¼ 0; y > 0:5 and y ¼ 1 and zero in the rest of @X. The
equation coefficients are eij ¼ edij, with e ¼ 10�6; s ¼ 0 and
a ¼ ð2;�3Þ and the forcing term is f ¼ 0. We solve the problem
using the ASGS method and the same meshes of the previous
example but using a mesh size of 0.05. As in the previous example,
for each of the cases considered we compare the results obtained
using the multiscale formulation using four possible definitions
of the stabilization parameter. The first three are given by (1) tak-
ing the length h as the minimum, the maximum and the length in
the velocity direction. The fourth is the definition given by (19).
Table 2 shows the maximum values (which should be one) and
Table 3 shows the minimum values (which should be zero)
obtained for each case and method.

Figs. 15 and 16 show the results obtained using the four defini-
tions considered on unstructured meshes (cases 3 and 5), all given
in the same scale as Fig. 12.
min (top right), with ha (bottom left) and using (19) (bottom right).



Fig. 16. Results obtained in case 5 using (1) with hmax (top left), with hmin (top right), with ha (bottom left) and using (19) (bottom right).
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7. Conclusions

The definition of the stabilization parameters in the case of the
scalar convection–diffusion–reaction problem has been revisited.
The variational multiscale method provides a natural framework
to understand the problem. Starting from this point and introduc-
ing a transformation of the fine scale problem to the reference do-
main the dependence of the stabilization parameters on the
equation coefficients and element length (through the Jacobian of
such transformation) has been identified. This strategy is crucial
to understand the effect of the mesh anisotropy in the stabilization
parameter. A deeper inspection of the Fourier argument presented
in [14] permitted to obtain an exact representation of the Green
function (12) and a first approximation to it. The well-known exact
solution to the one dimensional problem has been used to find the
constants of the parameter in a very natural way. Finally the direc-
tion of the wave number vector k where instabilities appear has
been defined and a new expression for the stabilization parameter
has been proposed.

Based on numerical experiments using linear elements and on
the error analysis, the behavior of the method resulting from dif-
ferent choices of the stabilization parameter has been established:

1. Expression (1) with h ¼ hmin results in an unstable method in
the limit of strong anisotropy, although numerical oscillations
not always appear. In some cases results are optimal, as in
Example 3. This is explained by the fact that the last term in
(26) vanishes in the limit of strong anisotropy.

2. Expression (1) with h ¼ hmax results in a stable method that
may be overdiffusive in some cases when the ASGS method is
used. This happens in Example 3 and is explained by the fact
that the last term in (26) does not vanish in the limit of strong
anisotropy. By contrast, when the OSS method is used optimal
results are obtained.

3. Expression (1) with h ¼ ha behaves as (1) with hmin in the limit
of strong anisotropy.

4. Expression (19) behaves as (1) with h ¼ hmax in the limit of
strong anisotropy.
5. Expression (19) gives excellent results in isotropic unstructured
meshes, significantly better than the other three. Obviously the
method cannot guarantee the satisfaction of the discrete maxi-
mum principle as it is linear and therefore local oscillations
could appear.

When higher order elements are used condition (24) must be
satisfied for the error analysis to be valid. This is confirmed by
the results obtained using uniform meshes to solve the Poisson
problem, which present numerical oscillations if (24) is not satis-
fied. The behavior of the different methods under anisotropic
refinement is a much harder question.
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